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IT'S OUR BIRTHDAY!
1st October marks the 2nd anniversary
of Pawsitive Vet Care. We have helped
hundreds of animals over the last 2
years to have a more positive
experience of veterinary care.
Thank you to everyone who has helped
and supported us over this time, and to
all our wonderful clients!

FEAR FREE
Helen is now a Fear Free Certified
Veterinary Professional. She has had
training in fear-free techniques to help
make veterinary treatment less scary for
pets.
Fear free starts before the visit so keep
you eye on our social media for how you
can help improve your pet's experience.

EMOTIONAL WELLNESS
October is Emotional Wellness month. Our
pets' emotional wellbeing is sadly often
overlooked but they deserve to feel relaxed
and happy, just like we do.
Fear, anxiety and stress can cause illness, or
make illness worse, and are also highly
unpleasant in their own right.
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PAWSITIVE WELLNESS
We are relaunching our subscription
plans to reflect our focus on wellness,
and not simply physical health. Pawsitive
Wellness now comes in 3 graded options
for cats, dogs and rabbits.
Pawsitive Protect and Prevent spreads
the cost of routine vet visits.
Pawsitive Proactive Wellbeing helps to
improve your pet's whole life.
Pawsitive Total Care is our gold-standard
package which includes all standard
hours vet visits.
Visit the website or call us for more
information

SIMPLIFIED PRICING
Rather than working on zones based on a
radius from our base, we are simplifying
our pricing structure and charging one fee
for the whole of our catchment area.
Additional pets seen at the same time have
a reduced rate.
For routine vet visits, you can save money
by booking an appointment on our 'Zone
Days' when we are in your area.

PET TRAVEL
If you are thinking about taking your pet
on holiday abroad with you next year
(Covid situation allowing obviously!),
you need to prepare in advance. Pet
passports will not be valid for travel to
the EU after Brexit and your pet needs a
rabies blood test at least 3 months
before travel. Contact us for more
information.

